Test results for one product revealed low Security Effectiveness and high TCO per Protected Mbps, which made it difficult to represent the product on the SVM.

**PRODUCTS TESTED**

- Barracuda Networks CloudGen Firewall F800.CCE v7.2.3
- Check Point Software Technologies 6500 Security Gateway R80.20
- Forcepoint 2105 NGFW v6.3.11
- Fortinet FortiGate 500E v6.0.4 build 0231
- Huawei USG6620E v600R006C00SPC310
- Palo Alto Networks PA-5220 PAN-OS 8.1.6-h2
- Sophos XG 750 Firewall SFOS v17.5
- SonicWall NS 4650 SonicOS v6.5
- Versa Networks FlexVNF v16.1R2-S7
- WatchGuard Firebox M670 Firmware: 12.3 B589695 Ver-4.907
- Vendor A
- Vendor B
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